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Panel Description 
Social neuroscience is embroiled in two major controversies with implications for whether 
empathy and imitation/imitatio matter for understanding the evolution of human sociality and 
language, and the formation of human morality. The primary and larger controversy surrounds 
the existence of mirror neurons in humans and whether they play any role at all in two critically 
important aspects of alloprimate and hominin evolution: perceiving the emotions, intentions, and 
goals of other members of one’s species and those of closely related species, and the evolution of 
animal communication and language. Mirror neuron theory serves as a central pillar of some 
influential accounts stressing embodied cognition of social understanding and of the evolution of 
language. The other controversy – equally of intense interest to moral theologians and 
philosophers – is whether the brain encodes empathy separately from “cognitive” forms of 
compassion and from concepts of justice in action. If so, then empathy could be viewed as at best 
irrelevant and at worst destructive of moral formation beyond one’s immediate ingroup. The 
panel will present accessible accounts of these arguments and some neuroscientific 
counterarguments, and will raise philosophical questions along with theological interrogation of 
these controversies, with a view to the possibility of raising new directions for neuroscientific and 
theological research. 
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